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Abstract

Disentangling factors that affect one’s intention to collaborate is an important endeavor for management education, especially for globally dispersed groups of students. Drawing on a synthesis of four theories, we advance a model of collaboration intentions that embodies both individual and communal level drivers of individuals’ intention to participate in virtual collaboration. The model is validated based on data collected from 2,517 participants in a Massive Online Open Course (MOOC). Results demonstrate that attitudes towards virtual collaboration are predicted by both collaborative outcome expectancy and communal support expectancy. Additionally, we reveal that collaborative outcome expectancy is predicated on individuals’ belief about his/her ability to collaborate whereas communal support expectancy is impacted by the individual’s perception of communal influence.

1.  Introduction

MOOCs have been a major success story in recent years [16, 17, 45]. However, this euphoria has quickly abated as the limitations of MOOCs become apparent: a lack of social interaction with instructors and/or other students, high dropout rates [27] and demand for a higher level of self-discipline in comparison to traditional education [36].

Group work could play an instrumental role in an online setting like MOOC to cultivate conducive collaborative learning environment, which in turn aids in fostering social learning and interaction. Collaborative learning involves collaborative construction of new knowledge and new problem solving skills through negotiation and sharing of meaning relevant to the task at hand [38].

The rise of MOOCs has propelled interest in how our comprehension of collaborative learning can be applied to dispersed, large-scale, virtual learning communities. For this reason, group work in MOOCs should lead to collaborative learning, social interaction, transfer of skills and peer feedback.

Virtual collaboration in an online setting such as MOOCs presents challenges because students must work in heterogeneous and cross-cultural teams across separate time zones, an activity for which most students will not have experienced before. Compared to face-to-face group work, past studies suggest that students are more inclined to harbor more negative attitudes toward group work in online learning situations as they must contend with discrepancies in languages, time zones and work schedules [30, 37].

Although there is an enduring research stream that embraces diverse perspectives in yielding factors which drive e-collaboration [32, 41], few studies have investigated virtual collaboration at the level of large scale MOOCs with up to thousands of dispersed and heterogeneous learners. In general, collaboration depends on the existence of communal attributes like communication, shared vision and trust, ingredients which are difficult to get hold of in an online setting like MOOCs [29].

This study is hence timely and relevant since higher education is increasingly leaning towards MOOC as a means of extending education to constituents who have been excluded in the past [44]. We submit that autonomous group work among globally dispersed participants in MOOC constitutes a critical component of the online learning paradigm and MOOC pedagogy. This paper therefore aims to achieve the dual objectives below:

- To synthesize extant literature in constructing a research model of collaborative intentions to participate in group work.
- To empirically validate our proposed research model based on data gathered from participants in a MOOC setting.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we review related work and theoretical perspectives that constitute the basis for our research model. Afterwards, we introduce the collaborative intention research model together with testable hypotheses. Next, we present and discuss our findings. Finally, we conclude with the contributions of our study to theory and practice as well as outline limitations and future work.
2. Theoretical background

In constructing the research model underlying this paper, we draw primarily on four established theories about individual and collective intention and behavior, namely Social Cognitive Theory, Theory of Planned Behavior, Social Exchange Theory, and Social Interdependence Theory. These theories were selected as they address behavioral intention (i.e., theory of planned behavior), collective interaction theories (i.e., social interdependence theory and social exchange theory) as well as individual level cognition and learning (i.e., social cognitive theory).

The Social Cognitive Theory (SCT), advanced by Bandura and Walters [11] and later relabeled as the Social Learning Theory [6], emphasized the role of behavioral observation and emulation as drivers of select actions. Social learning theory holds that learning is a cognitive process that occurs in a social context. Accordingly, the SCT was constructed around the following four principal components. First, the SCT posits that learning is based on observing and emulating how others behave (modeling). Next, behavioral models are linked with certain beliefs about the consequences that will typically result from performing the behavior (outcome expectations). Self-efficacy beliefs, on the other hand, affect cognitive functioning through the joint influence of motivational and information processing operations. Finally, SCT predicts that behavior is more likely to be imitated if the person observing shares commonalities with the learner.

The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), first proposed by Ajzen [1], has been applied across multiple contexts. To-date, it has been proven to be a relatively robust model in predicting intentions and behavior [13]. The TPB points to four variables as antecedents of an individual’s intention formation process: a person’s attitude towards a behavior (ATB), perceived subjective norms (PSN), and perceived behavioral control (PBC). PBC, in turn, is delineated into internal and external control [1, 2]. Whereas internal control is usually assessed through a person’s self-efficacy [7], external control pertains to the person’s beliefs about the social support or opposition available in the environment [34, 46].

The Social Exchange Theory (SET) builds on the work of Thibaut and Kelley [22, 40]. As advocated by the SET, humans are rational agents that decide to engage in a relationship based on cost-benefit analysis. By weighing the costs and benefits of a relationship, we decide whether to engage in social connectivity with others. The SET thus attempts to explain why we interact with others as well as when we seek mutual support in their interactions, relationships and social exchanges. It postulates that people repeat actions for which they have been rewarded in the past.

Social Interdependence Theory (SIT) expands on the SET by unpacking the process through which interdependence among individuals shapes their relational engagement [24, 25]. The SIT has been particularly influential in education research where it has encouraged more cooperative learning [26]. The SIT posits that positive or negative interdependence translates into more or less effective actions, which in turn lead to psychological processes that impact future interaction patterns as well as outcomes at both individual and group levels.

The majority of past studies on group work, which draw extensively on behavioral, cognitive, or motivational theories, tend to accentuate individual factors that shape collaborative learning outcomes. But in doing so, prior research fails to incorporate collective considerations into online communal environments. We therefore endeavor to bridge the aforementioned knowledge gap by unraveling both individual and communal antecedents of collaborative intentions. This leads us to the following research question for the current study: What are the factors influencing collaborative intentions in an online setting like MOOC?

3. Hypothesis formulation

In this study, we strive to bridge the knowledge gaps among separate research streams by synthesizing extant literature on collaboration and group work to advance a research model that depicts the focal drivers and psychological mechanisms shaping individuals’ collaborative intentions to join virtual group work in MOOCs. Specifically, we posit that collaborative process efficacy and communal influence affect individuals’ expectations of collaborative outcome and communal support respectively. Furthermore, we postulate that negative collaborative experience will moderate the relationships between collaborative process efficacy and collaborative outcome expectancy as well as between communal influence and communal support expectancy. In turn, the effects of collaborative outcome expectancy and communal support expectancy on collaborative attitude will be moderated by collaborative technology experience.

3.1. Collaborative process efficacy

Collaborative Process Efficacy (CPE), in this study, is defined as the degree to which an individual believes in his/her abilities to facilitate and lead group work. Collaborative process efficacy thus extends the concept
3.2. Collaborative outcome expectancy

Collaborative Outcome Expectancy (COE) refers to the degree to which an individual believes that group work is instrumental in attaining tangible outcomes. As surmised by Bandura [10], the “ability to envision the likely outcomes of prospective actions is another way in which anticipatory mechanisms regulate human motivation and action. People strive to gain anticipated beneficial outcomes and to forestall aversive ones”. In this sense, collaborative outcome expectancy signifies the degree to which an individual trusts that group work would improve his/her learning or performance outcome. Both the TPB and the SET hold that a behavior will be favored by individuals whenever its expected benefits outweigh its costs. We therefore hypothesize that an individual’s positive expectations about the outcome of collaborative group learning will drive his/her positive attitudes towards such behavior:

\[ H1a: \text{An individual's collaborative process efficacy will positively influence his/her collaborative outcome expectancy towards virtual collaboration.} \]

3.3 Communal influence

Building on the TPB, we conceive Communal Influence (CI) or social norms [3] as a crucial driver of collaborative intentions. We define communal influence as a “person’s perception that people who are important to him think he should or should not perform the behavior in question” [19]. In this sense communal influence captures an individual’s normative beliefs about the attitudes of peers in their immediate environment [15] in relation to virtual collaboration. We argue that peers’ attitudes towards group work will determine the degree to which individuals will expect their peers to play a supportive role in virtual collaboration:

\[ H2a: \text{An individual’s communal influence will positively influence his/her communal support expectancy towards virtual collaboration.} \]

3.4 Communal support expectancy

Communal Support Expectancy (CSE) refers to an individual’s perception of whether their peers will support their engagement in virtual collaborative work. Following on the tenants of the SET, group behavior and dynamics are key to comprehending virtual collaboration. Peer support can be described by means of factors such as active participation in virtual collaboration, communication among group members, as well as trust and cohesion among collaborators [21]. Willingness to engage in open communication and collaboration within a group is influenced by commonalities among team members, especially when familiarity among members is present [23]. Consistent with SCT, we hypothesize that individuals’ positive outcome expectancy regarding communal support will be associated with his/her positive attitude towards virtual collaboration:

\[ H2b: \text{An individual’s communal support expectancy will positively influence his/her attitude towards virtual collaboration.} \]

3.5 Collaborative attitude

Attitude toward a behavior is the level to which execution of the behavior is positively or negatively assessed. According to the TPB, one’s attitude towards a behavior is regulated by an arrangement of behavioral beliefs associating a behavior with specific outcomes [3, 19]. The notion of outcome expectancy originates from the Expectancy Value Model [5], which spawns the SCT. Evaluation of a particular outcome influences one’s attitude in direct proportion to our subjective assessment of whether or not a behavior produces desired or unwanted outcome [9]. It links beliefs, attitudes, and opinions with expectations about behavioral outcomes.

In this study, we treat Collaborative Attitude (CA) as the sum of positive and negative feelings, beliefs, and opinions about virtual collaboration, which in turn result in either approval or disapproval of such behavior. Research on e-learning technology showed that users possessed higher usage intention when they view it with a more positive attitude [31]:

\[ H3: \text{An individual’s collaborative attitude will positively influence his/her intention to engage in virtual collaboration.} \]

3.6 Negative collaborative experience

While group work has numerous benefits, it also has its drawbacks, especially in online contexts. Negative Collaborative Experience (NCE) is pivotal in a collaborative environment, more so for online settings such as MOOCs where participants are dispersed all over the globe. The group building process is time
experiences with Information Technology (IT) usage. The SCT suggests that people draw on past experiences as frames of reference for future actions, forming generalized mental models based on previous occurrences [9]. While such cognitive models offer invaluable heuristics, they can also be detrimental by reinforcing negative stereotypes.

For example, as a consequence of negative collaborative experience, students may resist group approaches to distance learning. Students may treat stipulated requirements to engage in virtual collaboration as limitations on their self-determination, being too time consuming and tedious, or permitting free-riders and underachievers to benefit unfairly from their own contributions [37]. Overgeneralization from previous negative experiences can lead individuals to reject meritocratic behavior, a trend known as cognitive distortion [18]. As noted by Ashcraft and Treadwell [4], students “often dislike group work because the learner had earlier negative group experiences where they felt responsible for completing it all or most of the assignment adequately, and without the aid of group members”.

Prior research has identified social loafing, the absence of group coordination and commitment as well as the lack of time and trust as potential challenges individuals may encounter in collaborative environments [33]. Such negative experiences could be magnified in online settings due to estranged communication channels and the need for adjustment to a foreign learning environment [4]. In this study, we define negative collaborative experience as the extent to which an individual has encountered problems in previous group work such as social loafing, lack of trust and coordination [33][28]. Because negative collaborative experience will erode an individual’s confidence in virtual collaborations, we expect that it will attenuate the relationships between collaborative process efficacy and collaborative outcome expectancy as well as between communal influence and communal support expectancy:

**H4a**: An individual’s negative collaborative experiences will attenuate the effect of collaborative process efficacy on collaborative outcome expectancy.

**H4b**: An individual’s negative collaborative experiences will attenuate the effect of communal influence on communal support expectancy.

### 3.7 Collaborative technology experience

Past studies have demonstrated how prior experiences with Information Technology (IT) usage can positively affect individuals’ attitudes towards future IT use [14] or e-learning [31]. Through a review of extant literature, we uncover that students’ learning experiences depend, to a large extent on their knowledge and proficiency of collaborative technology [43]. Just as negative experiences with group work can produce adverse effects, positive experience with collaborative technology can culminate in optimistic outcome expectations. Particularly, we propose that collaborative technology experience will positively moderate the effect of collaborative outcome expectancy on collaborative attitude. Moreover, we posit that collaborative technology experience will strengthen the relationship between communal support expectancy and collaborative attitude because communal support can be garnered more effectively through leveraging on collaborative technology:

**H5a**: An individual’s collaborative technology experience will reinforce the effect of collaborative outcome expectancy on collaborative attitude.

**H5b**: An individual’s collaborative technology experience will reinforce the effect of communal support expectancy on collaborative attitude.

### 4. Methodology

Hypothesized relationships were validated via a survey questionnaire administered on respondents recruited from the student population enrolled in a MOOC offered by a large Scandinavian business school on the Coursera website. According to course objectives, students are expected to form groups for co-creating innovative ideas and formulating business plans but they could also work individually on their business plan. In total, 28,967 students signed up for the course in April 2015. Nevertheless, approximately 40% of the students, who signed up for the course, never even visited the course website once. For this reason, it is natural that these dormant students will not have the opportunity to participate in the online survey. A total of 2,517 completed responses were obtained at the outset of the course, translating into an estimated response rate of 14.48%.

At the beginning of the course, students were instructed to form self-organized groups. These groups were then required to: (1) find a social problem worthy of investigation; (2) spot an opportunity for how to address the problem, and; (3) compose a business plan. Although group work was strongly recommended, students were also permitted to work on their own.

With the exception of covariate control variables (e.g., age, gender and nationality), multiple-item scales were employed to measure the latent variables. Each scale item utilized a 5-point Likert-scale format.
ranging from 1 – "strongly disagree" to 5 – "strongly agree". Measurement items for the four latent variables of the TPB and collaborative intentions were newly developed in accordance with standard psychometric procedures. Conversely, measures for factors influencing group work and negative experiences were extracted from prior research and adapted for this study [33, 42]. The complete list of measurement items is summarized in Table 1 below.

### Table 1. List of Measurement Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Mean (Std Dev)</th>
<th>Factorial Loading</th>
<th>Average Variance Extracted (AVE) [&gt; 0.50]</th>
<th>Composite Reliability [&gt; 0.70]</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha (α) [&gt; 0.70]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communal Influence (COI)</td>
<td>Degree to which an individual believes that his/her peers think he/she should engage in virtual collaboration [19]</td>
<td>Most of my peers would expect me to contribute towards optional group work.</td>
<td>3.74 (0.72)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Most of my peers would contribute towards optional group work.</td>
<td>3.59 (0.73)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Most of my peers would argue that group work enhances their effectiveness.</td>
<td>3.52 (0.81)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communal Support Expectancy (CSE)</td>
<td>Degree to which an individual is convinced that other group members will support him/her during group work</td>
<td>I am sure that my group members would support me.</td>
<td>3.84 (0.63)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>People in my group would back me up.</td>
<td>3.83 (0.64)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I would receive help from my group.</td>
<td>3.96 (0.56)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I could count on my group members to help me when I face difficulties.</td>
<td>3.85 (0.69)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Process Efficacy (CPE)</td>
<td>Degree to which an individual is confident in his/her ability to work in groups</td>
<td>I am good at group work.</td>
<td>4.01 (0.63)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>If there was conflict in my group work I would be able to solve it amicably.</td>
<td>4.01 (0.63)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I would be able to motivate group members to contribute towards the group effort.</td>
<td>4.01 (0.63)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I possess the skills required for group work.</td>
<td>4.01 (0.62)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Outcome Expectancy (COE)</td>
<td>Degree to which an individual believes that group work is instrumental in achieving tangible outcomes</td>
<td>I have usually enjoyed group work collaboration.</td>
<td>3.96 (0.76)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Group work collaboration has enabled me to learn new things.</td>
<td>4.20 (0.70)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Group work collaboration has given me new perspectives on the topic I have worked on.</td>
<td>4.13 (0.69)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Attitude (ATT)</td>
<td>An individual’s positive or negative feelings about performing the target behavior [20]</td>
<td>Group work is effective.</td>
<td>4.06 (0.74)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Group work is important</td>
<td>4.31 (0.65)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Group work is relevant</td>
<td>4.25 (0.65)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Group work is unnecessary</td>
<td>4.21 (0.76)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Group work is irrelevant</td>
<td>4.26 (0.72)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Group work is a waste of time</td>
<td>4.26 (0.76)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Intentions (INT)</td>
<td>An indication of an individual’s readiness to perform a given behavior [1]</td>
<td>I intend to join the optional group work in this MOOC.</td>
<td>3.76 (0.73)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I intend to work on my own without participating in the optional group work.</td>
<td>3.50 (0.86)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I am planning to take an active part in the optional group work.</td>
<td>3.69 (0.75)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I do not expect to participate much in</td>
<td>3.51 (0.83)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Data Analysis

Of the 2,517 respondents, 54.7% were female and the average age was 35 years old. The majority of respondents possessed either a master (43.7%) or a bachelor (40.1%) degree. Descriptive statistics reveal that 76.5% of respondents possessed extensive experience with group work whereas 67.7% had been exposed to e-collaboration tools before, which include social networks (e.g., Google Hangout, Facebook and Podio). Country-wise, the sample consists of respondents from 120 countries with the five most represented nationalities being the United States (15.7%), India (10.5%), Mexico (4.3%), Brazil (4.2%) and Spain (2.8%).

Partial Least Squares (PLS) analysis was employed to validate the measurement and structural properties of our research model. PLS analysis is preferred because it tests the psychometric properties of the measurement items (i.e., the measurement model) while simultaneously, analyzing the direction and strength of hypothesized relationships (i.e., the structural model).

The test of the measurement model involves the estimation of internal consistency as well as the convergent and discriminant validity of the measurement items included in our survey instrument. Because reflective items supposedly capture the effects of the construct under scrutiny, internal consistency can be assessed through standard estimates of Cronbach’s alpha, composite reliability and the Average Variance Extracted (AVE). After dropping one measurement item for the construct of collaborative technology experience due to low factorial loading, it is deductible from Table 1 that all latent constructs exceed prescribed thresholds. Furthermore, factorial loadings of measurement items on their respective latent constructs are greater than 0.70. Together, these indicators support convergent validity.

### Table 2. Inter-Construct Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ATT</th>
<th>NCE</th>
<th>COI</th>
<th>CSE</th>
<th>INT</th>
<th>COE</th>
<th>CPE</th>
<th>CTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATT</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCE</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COI</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COE</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPE</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTE</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Square root of AVE displayed on diagonals.

To ascertain discriminant validity, the square root of the AVE for each construct was compared against its correlations with other constructs. For the criterion of discriminant validity to hold, the square root of the
AVE for each construct should be greater than its correlations with any other construct [39]. Based on the inter-construct correlation matrix generated from PLS (see Table 2), all constructs display sufficient discriminant validity.

Results from the PLS analysis of the structural model, including path coefficients and their statistical significance, are illustrated in Figure 1. Standard errors were computed via a bootstrapping procedure with 500 re-samples. From our data analysis, all hypothesized relationships were substantiated by the empirical evidence. As hypothesized, collaborative process efficacy and communal influence exert positive and significant effects on collaborative outcome expectancy ($\beta = 0.483; p < .001$) and communal support expectancy ($\beta = 0.301; p < .001$) respectively, explaining 23.8% and 11.4% of the variance in the two constructs.

Hypotheses 1a and 2a are hence corroborated. In turn, collaborative outcome expectancy ($\beta = 0.365; p < .001$) and communal support expectancy ($\beta = 0.265; p < .001$) exhibit significant and positive impact on collaborative attitude, explaining 23.8% of the variance in the latter. Hypotheses 1b and 2b are substantiated.

Collaborative attitude in turn affects collaborative intention positively ($\beta = 0.506; p < .001$), explaining 25.6% of the variance and lending support to Hypothesis 3.

Although negative collaborative experience attenuates the positive effect of collaborative process efficacy on collaborative outcome expectancy ($\beta = -0.051; p < .01$) as anticipated, its reinforcement of the relationship between communal influence and communal support expectancy ($\beta = 0.069; p < .001$) runs contrary to our expectation. Hypothesis 4a is thus supported but not Hypothesis 4b.

Likewise, even though collaborative technology experience reinforces the positive impact of collaborative outcome expectancy on collaborative attitude ($\beta = 0.067; p < .05$) as posited, it does not influence the relationship between communal support expectancy and collaborative attitude ($\beta = -0.028; p > .05$). This lends credibility to Hypothesis 5a, but not Hypothesis 5b.

Following procedures advocated by [39], we employed the pseudo-$F$ test to assess the impact of dropping either collaborative outcome expectancy or communal support expectancy on collaborative attitude. The effect size of $f^2$ was estimated as $(R^2_{\text{full}} - R^2_{\text{excluded}}) / (1 - R^2_{\text{full}})$, and the pseudo-$F$ statistic was computed by multiplying $f^2$ by $(n - k - 1)$ where $n$ is the sample size and $k$ is the number of independent constructs. As indicated in Table 3, excluding either collaborative outcome expectancy or communal support expectancy from the model contributes to a significant decrease in variance for collaborative attitude. Additionally, we adhered to the guidelines prescribed by [12] and performed mediation analysis to determine whether collaborative outcome expectancy, communal support expectancy, and collaborative attitude act as full or partial mediators. Table 4 summarizes the results from our mediation analyses.
As pointed out by [12], when the path from independent variable (IV) to the mediator as well as the path from the mediator to the dependent variable (DV) are controlled, the path coefficient from IV to DV should decrease in both magnitude and significance. If the path coefficient between IV and DV becomes non-significant, we can interpret the mediating effect as a full mediation. Otherwise, it should be interpreted as a partial mediation. From Table 4, it is evident that the partial mediation of the path from the mediator to the dependent variable (DV) are controlled, the path coefficient from IV to DV should decrease in both magnitude and significance. If the path coefficient between IV and DV becomes non-significant, we can interpret the mediating effect as a full mediation. Otherwise, it should be interpreted as a partial mediation. From Table 4, it is evident that the impact of collaborative process efficacy and communal influence on collaborative attitude are partially mediated by collaborative outcome expectancy and communal support expectancy respectively. Similarly, collaborative attitude partially mediates the effects of collaborative outcome expectancy and communal support expectancy on collaborative intention.

### Table 3: Pseudo-F Test [Sample N = 2,517]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>$R^2_{\text{excluded}}$</th>
<th>$R^2_{\text{full}}$</th>
<th>$f$ value</th>
<th>Pseudo-F Statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COE Excluded</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>$F(1, 2516) = 231.29^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE Excluded</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>$F(1, 2516) = 133.24^{***}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Mediation Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Independent Paths</th>
<th>Full Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IV: Collaborative Process Efficacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COE $\rightarrow$ COE</td>
<td>0.485***</td>
<td>0.483***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COE $\rightarrow$ ATT</td>
<td>0.498***</td>
<td>0.365***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPE $\rightarrow$ ATT</td>
<td>0.429***</td>
<td>0.148***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Mediation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV: Communal Influence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COI $\rightarrow$ CSE</td>
<td>0.308***</td>
<td>0.301***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE $\rightarrow$ ATT</td>
<td>0.434***</td>
<td>0.265***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COI $\rightarrow$ ATT</td>
<td>0.316***</td>
<td>0.112***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Mediation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV: Collaborative Attitude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COE $\rightarrow$ ATT</td>
<td>0.497***</td>
<td>0.365***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT $\rightarrow$ INT</td>
<td>0.506***</td>
<td>0.506***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COE $\rightarrow$ INT</td>
<td>0.398***</td>
<td>0.191***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Mediation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE $\rightarrow$ ATT</td>
<td>0.431***</td>
<td>0.265***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT $\rightarrow$ INT</td>
<td>0.506***</td>
<td>0.506***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE $\rightarrow$ INT</td>
<td>0.375***</td>
<td>0.190***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Discussion

There is a limited comprehension of the factors shaping collaborative intentions in online settings, especially with regards to how attitudes towards collaboration as well as previous experience with group work and collaborative technologies affect individuals’ intentions to engage in virtual collaborations. From our review of extant literature, we discover a dearth of research that sheds light on how collaboration could be induced in online learning environments.

To this end, this study disentangles the focal factors that contribute to collaborative intentions to engage in group work within online settings from both individual and communal standpoints. Specifically, we advance a model of collaboration that integrates both individuals' perceived ability to work in group (i.e., collaborative process efficacy) as well as their perceived peer influence related to group work (i.e., communal influence).

On one hand, individuals’ perceived ability to work in groups has a significant impact on their perceived benefits of collaboration (i.e., outcome expectancy), which in turn dictates their collaborative attitude and the collaborative intention. As expected, negative collaborative experience attenuates the relationship between collaborative process efficacy and collaborative outcome expectancy whereas collaborative technology experience reinforces the relationship between collaborative outcome expectancy and collaboration attitude.

Conversely, perceptions of peer influence related to group work (i.e., communal influence) has a significant and positive effect on an individual’s belief that others will support him in group work (i.e., communal support expectancy), which in turn drives his/her collaborative attitude and intentions. Contrary to our anticipation, negative collaborative experience reinforces the relationship between communal influence and the communal support. Moreover, we found that collaborative technology experience has no significant influence on the relationship between communal support expectancy and collaborative attitude.

From above, it is apparent that this study departs from prior research by delivering a holistic view of the drivers of collaboration in online settings. Our proposed research model contributes to a more comprehensive understanding of the focal individual and communal (social) factors that play a significant role in one’s decision to engage in virtual collaboration within online settings. Furthermore, even though we have validated our research model in a MOOC setting, there is no reason for us to doubt that our findings cannot be extrapolated to other online learning environments. An intricate understanding of the factors driving one’s motivation to collaborate virtually will be invaluable in guiding instructors in the design of group work assignments and pedagogical interventions to
increase communal engagement and interaction while mitigating previous negative experiences.

7. Limitations and future work

While our research model has accounted for psychological mechanisms and focal constructs (factors) driving individuals’ collaborative intentions, we did not control for the impact of demographics in this study. Future work could investigate the effects of gender, educational background or digital literacy on collaborative intentions. An in-depth appreciation of the factors driving collaborative intentions would aid in the design of pedagogical interventions to increase communal engagement and interaction while mitigating previous negative experiences. MOOC instructors have to stay vigilant against the spread of negative communal influence through “emotional contagion” [35] because such influence could be hard to overcome once it is entrenched.

It is enticing to presume that group work will improve engagement, increase learning, and augment students’ evaluation of the course. Nevertheless, future research needs to evaluate whether the incorporation of group work into online settings truly converts into discernible improvements in students’ academic performances and satisfaction.
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